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Two mutually oupled haoti diode lasers with individual external feedba k, are shown to establish haos syn hronization in the low-frequen y u tuations regime. A third laser with identi al
external feedba k but oupled unidire tionally to one of the pair does not syn hronize. Both experiments and simulations reveal the existen e of a window of parameters for whi h syn hronization by
mutual oupling is possible but syn hronization by unidire tional oupling is not. This parameter
spa e forms the basis of a proposed publi - hannel ryptographi s heme and is robust to various
possible atta ks.
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Figure 1: S hemati diagram of the experimental setup.
Lasers A and B are mutually oupled, and C is the atta ker.
BS - beam splitters; PBS - polarization beam splitters; OD opti al isolator; PD - photodete tors.
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Figure 2: A time sequen e of all three laser intensities. Lasers
A and B are shown in blue and red while the atta ker, laser
C, is in green. The atta ker shows numerous failures in its attempt to follow the well established orrelation in LFF breakdowns between the two parties.
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is a manifestation of the syn hronization of A and B. A
detailed dis ussion of this mutual syn hronization will be
given below. Now we

on entrate on the striking dier-

en es between the signal of laser
and

B.

B o

Laser
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su

C.

and that of lasers
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whi h are absent in
of
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Figure 3: Numeri simulation results. A typi al sequen e
of the amplitude |E|, without LFF, for the atta ker and the
parties with κ = σ = 1010 s−1 . The signals of the paries are
overlapping and therefore are indistinguishable.
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A and B that it

ould not possibly be used to de ipher

information as dis ussed below.
To model the single-mode semi ondu tor lasers we
used the Lang Kobayashi dierential equations, as dened in [12℄. For the dynami s parameters we used the
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Figure 4: Su ess or failure of syn hronization for the parties
and the atta ker for a range of parameter values κ and σ .
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Figure 5: S hemati ryptographi setup . Parties A and
B and the atta ker, C , re eive external feedba k of strength
κ. The mutual signals, σfA (t) and σfB (t), onsists of a linear
ombination of three delayed signals. σfB (t) is also used as an
external input to the atta ker C . The naive way to ipher the
message, using a linear ombination of time delayed signals
of laser A and nonlinearity is depi ted in orange.

fA (t) = EA (t − τ1 ) + EA (t − τ2 ) + EA (t − τ3 )...
and similarly for laser
that using a

B.

(1)

In our simulations we have seen

ombination of time delays and nonlinearity

does not disturb the syn hronization of A and B [13, 15℄.
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Another possible atta k strategy is to derive the orig-

EA (t) from the transmitted signal fA (t), by
using some mathemati al analysis method, su h as em-
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bedding of the time-delayed values. Su h an embedding
method was shown to be unsu
sto hasti

essful, espe ially when
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Here too the lasers are governed by a sto hasti

pro ess,

and thus a mathemati al analysis is useless.
Let us now dis uss the syn hronization of two mutually

oupled lasers in detail. A

lose examination of Fig.

2 (blue and red tra es) reveals that the LFF breakdowns
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the

ommuni ation s heme presented here the mutually

oupled lasers have to operate outside the leader/laggard
regime. For this the

orrelated up to the time window of

oupling lengths between the lasers. This intriguing

dynami s is summarized in an histogram of power breakorrelations as shown in Fig. 6. Two dierent syn-

hronization regimes

an be readily distinguished. The

hara terized by a

onstant lag/lead time be-

tween power breakdowns whi h
pling time

τc .

In Fig.

6 this

orresponds to the

ou-

orresponds to the two

narrow peaks (±27 ns) whi h in lude about 57% of all
registered events. This type of syn hronization known as
a master/slave (leader/laggard)

onguration was shown

areful mode mat hing of two lasers

a hieved by ne tuning of temperature and

urrent is

ru ial. In our simulations we observed exa tly the same
syn hronization regimes. We saw that when using τc

= τd

the parties display only the se ond syn hronization (with
no leader/laggard) [13℄.
To

on lude, we have presented a framework for a

publi - hannel
are not perfe tly

oupled lasers jump

randomly throughout both syn hronization regimes. For

Figure 6: Histogram of time delay/anti ipation of power
breakdowns of two parties (lasers A and B). Two strong peaks
at exa tly the oupling time between the two parties (τc =27
ns) in lude 57% of registered events (master/slave onguration). However another 43% of the events fall between
the peaks showing syn hronization regime beyond the master/slave onguration.

rst one is

hara terized by a

lead/lag time whi h is less than τc and equally distributed
in the time interval between 0 and ±τc . In this situa-
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the

oupling [3℄ as well as in mutual

pling without external feedba k[5℄.

tually

ryptographi

system, based on two mu-

oupled lasers. The system proposed here opens a

manifold of possibilities. For instan e, the extension of
our framework to generate se ret

ommuni ation among

a group of more than two lasers. There are many details
in this systems that deserve further experimental and
theoreti al resear h - the sensitivity of the syn hronization to the parameters su h as time delays, non-linearity,
the

arefully mat hed laser parameters and the distan e

between the lasers.

Also the

iphering of the message

using the syn hronized signal, deserves further investigation and is open to dierent implementations.
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